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Backgrounds
Free Drawing

Free Drawing
Assessment activities
Put your hand up.

Class Rules
My Family
How do we use water?
Inquiry Unit - What makes it live?
Task - Draw your animal in its natural habitat.
Monkeys live in a forest.
Callum
This is a monkey living in the rainforest. It is swinging on the branches and climbing on the vines.
Meerkats live in the desert. Meerkats can run.

Daniel
The bilby pushes its back legs to run. When it sleeps the bilby puts its ears down so it can not hear noise. The bilby lives in the hot deserts.
Giraffes' habitat is the grasslands. They eat grass and leaves.
The rain falls into the rivers and seas and goes through the pipes to our houses for us to use then it goes to a place like Bolivar where they sort out the water in different groups and clean it.

Inquiry Unit - Where does the water go?
Assessment task - Show me something you have learned in our unit.
THE WATER CYCLE

This is the water cycle of evaporation, condensation, precipitation, and collection.

SAMANTHA
The water cycle

This is precipitation

This is evaporation
the water cycle

It rains. The water goes into the sea and rivers. This is precipitation.
Picture copied in Publisher by children for wrapping paper.
Express yourself with the art.com ArtPad, where you create art as unique as you are. Click anywhere to begin expressing.

http://artpad.art.com/artpad/painter/
The best, free Interactive Whiteboard Resources
Regularly updated to save you time!

Art - Key Stage 1 (5-7 year olds)

Select a Category:
- Famous Artists and Styles
- Art Teaching Resources

Famous Artists and Styles

Starfall Art Gallery
A delightful site for Key Stage 1 pupils about six famous artists and their work. There are literacy activities too and it promotes reading skills. Van Gogh is pronounced the American way.

Destination Modern Art
Designed for children from 5 to 8 years of age this website features works in New York's Museum of Modern Art. Explore the works of art, learn about the artists who painted them and try the online activities.

Shape Faces
This activity introduces the form of art known as Cubism. It shows how artists use shapes to make abstract pictures. Children can then make their own face in a similar style and print it out if they want.

Pointillist Paintings
Demonstrate the Pointillist technique of painting. Look at a picture painted using this technique then have a go at the online activity. Designed for Key Stage 2, but Key Stage 1 pupils would understand the website with explanation.

Learn ICT Picture Gallery
This superb gallery has a range of images for you to use in school projects.
Dust Echoes is a series of twelve beautifully animated dreamtime stories from Central Arnhem Land, telling stories of love, loyalty, duty to country and aboriginal custom and law.

"Dust Echoes is one way that we are bringing everyone back to the same campfire - black and white. We are telling our stories to you in a way you can understand, to help you see, hear and know. And we are telling these stories to ourselves, so that we will always remember, who we are."

Tom Lewis, actor, musician, Indigenous consultant

About Dust Echoes

Screenings

Dust Echoes is screening at the 2007 Melbourne International Film Festival. Visit the MIFF site for details.

Downloads

- MP3 Bonus Tracks: Download these bonus tracks from the Dust Echoes series
- Wallpapers: Download one of our many beautiful desktop images for your computer
- Study Guides: Download classroom resources for teachers

http://www.abc.net.au/dustechoes/